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A memorable sharing by
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Australian television producer,
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Why Antarctica?
“It's a place where we're not in control.
You get a sense of an unspoilt planet.
I think it's the wildest place I know.
People think of it as being just white,
but there's the most amazing range of colours.
There's a desolation and a silence there,
which is quite something.”

“I had a dream when I was 22 that someday
I would go to the region of ice and snow and go on
and on till I came to one of the poles of the earth”
~ Ernest Shackleton (1874 – 1922, 3X British Antarctic Explorer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Shackleton
“Antarctica has this mythic weight.
It resides in the collective unconscious
of so many people, and it makes
this huge impact, just like outer space.
It's like going to the moon.”
“Endurance” ~ Jon Krakauer (1954, American writer & mountaineer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jon_Krakauer
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Bring on the Penguins ~ Antarctic Expedition: January 2019
~ Becky Snyder & Bill Anderson
My husband’s interest in Antarctica began in the fifth grade after he read an article in the “Weekly
Reader” about the continent and decided he wanted to go there someday. It only took 60 years, but he
finally got his wish. Since we subscribe to National Geographic, we also receive mailings about their
expeditions. After I read about the tour of Antarctica, I was also hooked, and we booked a tour run by
Lindblad Expeditions on the 105-passenger ship Orion from January 4-17, 2019.
Antarctica is the fifth largest continent with an area of approximately 5.3 million square miles.
However, most of the area is made up of a vast ice sheet averaging 6600 feet in thickness. The actual land
mass is only about 2.7 million square miles, and of this land mass, only about 2% is visible, mostly as mountains
and coastlines. Most tourists traveling to Antarctica only visit the portion of the continent known as the
Antarctic Peninsula located approximately 744 miles from the southern tip of South America. This peninsula
is a long chain of alpine mountains topped by an ice plateau and carved by many glaciers. The ice-free
shorelines and smaller islands are where the penguins have been able to establish their breeding colonies.
Since we visited Antarctica in their summer, our trip weather was 30-40 degrees F during the day, but colder
at night. On one particular day it was 20 degrees warmer in Antarctica than in Indiana, PA!
We flew into Santiago 2 days before the NatGeo trip started just in case
we ran into bad weather along the way and to catch up with the jet lag.
On one day, we hired a tour guide from Tours By Locals who took us on
a very informative tour of the city of Santiago including the Museum of
Pre-Columbian Art and the section of the city known as “Old Town”.
Along the way we also learned about the economics and diversity of
peoples in Santiago. When the NG tour officially started, we left for
Ushuaia, Argentina early in the morning on a charter flight that took
about 4 hours.

After arriving at Ushuaia, we had lunch on a catamaran that cruised the Beagle Channel and then
boarded the Orion. We checked in and had our picture taken for our ID cards (used to check you in and out
whenever you went on an excursion), and then were shown to our room and found the parka and liner jacket
that NG supplied (and you get to keep), along with the rented waterproof knee high boots and waterproof
pants that we had ordered from Ship-to-Shore. Next came the mandatory ship safety training, then a welcome
briefing, and then dinner.
The next day as we were crossing the Drake Passage we were briefed on kayak and zodiac (small
inflatable boats) safety and learned about the decontamination process that occurs every time you leave or
come back to the ship from land excursions. In the afternoon we had a great presentation on sea birds and an
expedition photography seminar. This trip included photography classes taught by the on-board certified
photo instructor and the NatGeo Photographer. It didn’t matter if you had the top of the line camera
equipment, an iPhone, or a little Canon point & shoot like I had-all were welcome. We also had 7 naturalists
(each with a different specialty); an expedition leader; an assistant expedition leader; a video chronicler; and
an undersea specialist on board. There was also a doctor on board in case of illness, injury or seasickness.
Once we had crossed the Drake Passage, we arrived at our first destination on the South Shetland
Islands. Everyone got into their “outdoor” clothing, which for us consisted of a layer of silk underwear, then a
layer of fleece, a pullover or sweater, our fleece liner jackets and then the outer shell with a hood, along with
waterproof gloves. We wore liner socks underneath wool socks, with our waterproof pants out over the
waterproof boots. On top of all of this clothing, we were also required to wear our life jackets during the
zodiac rides to shore, which you could remove once you were on the shore. Before boarding the zodiacs, we
decontaminated our boots by stepping into a disinfectant solution. The zodiacs were a step down from the
dock on the ship and you had two people on the dock and one in the zodiac helping you into it. When you
were being transported to an island or the peninsula there were usually 10 people in the zodiac along with
the person steering, but when you were going out for a zodiac ride and not landing, there were only 7
people in the zodiac along with the driver, so it was comfortable to ride in. Once you got to the landing area
you were helped out of the zodiac and usually stepped into the water (this is why you need the waterproof
boots and pants) and then onto shore. All of our landings except one were wet landings.

“Orion” and zodiacs.
During lunch the ship would move to another location and you could go out on land again for another
2-3 hours. Each time you got back on board you went through the decontamination process of cleaning your
boots and pants and checking back in with your ID card (don’t want to lose anybody). At 4 PM tea (sandwiches
and beverages) was served in the lounge and then 2 or 3 of the naturalists would do presentations on what we
had seen on land or on/in the ocean that day. Dinner was served around 7 PM.
Each late afternoon/night the ship moved to a different location around the peninsula and the captain
and expedition leader would decide which was the best landing for the next day depending on weather and ice
conditions. Weather is very variable and due to this, the ice may shift in an unpredictable fashion, so plans

may change quickly. Another factor that had to be considered was the location of other tour boats in the area
and their destination for the next day. In 2009, the countries with an interest in Antarctica who had signed
the 1961 Antarctic Treaty for conservation and preservation of the fragile Antarctic environment, also
agreed to binding restrictions on the size of cruise ships and the number of people (100) they can take
ashore at any one place.
Every night we were provided with a daily program for the next day that listed when meals were
being served, morning and afternoon landing schedules with some history of the area, and times for seminars
and daily recaps. Each morning we would start to board the zodiacs around 9-9:30 AM after being told
by the expedition leader what kind of landing we would encounter(snow, rocky, length of hikes, etc.).
One of the questions we had before the trip was, were we in good enough physical condition to do the trip?
The answer is yes because each time you landed you could choose between a short, medium (1-2 miles), or
long hike (approximately 3-4 miles) depending on your physical ability. Most landings were on rocky coasts,
some with snow and mud, and lots of slippery penguin poop! The naturalists went on land first and laid out
specific areas where you could walk to minimize the disturbance to the wildlife and terrain. The naturalists
also continuously rotated between groups of people answering questions and offering explanations of what
you were seeing. Typically, a landing lasted for about 2-3 hours, but you could go back to the ship whenever
you wanted for a bathroom break.
On our trip we got to hike on land 6 times; cruised in zodiacs twice for several hours around icebergs
(with many seals sleeping on them and humpback whales feeding around the zodiac); kayaked once (kayaks
are very stable and were loaded the same way the zodiacs were-no need to panic if you’ve never kayaked
before); got off the ship and walked on pack ice; visited the Port Lockroy Museum (get your passport stamped
as visiting Antarctica); and sailed through the Lemaire Channel and the Gerlache Strait. Boy were we tired,
but very happy!!

Lemaire Channel and
Antarctic Adventurers on the ice ~
Becky and Bill (Homo sapiens).
We were able to see many penguins (100,000 plus on one island) and their chicks all in different
stages of growth. We saw Chinstrap, Adelie, and Gentoo penguins and even one juvenile Emperor penguin
(which is rare because they are typically much further south). All penguins are flightless but are adapted to
the cold water and spend most of their time in the sea except when they come on land to molt or raise their
young. They swim by flapping their wings underwater and when watching them, they seem to fly through the
water. They also bob to the surface and move like a porpoise to travel faster. Penguins are carnivorous and
feed primarily on fishes, squid, and krill. Antarctic krill are considered zooplankton and are about 2 inches long
and look similar to a shrimp (although they are not related). They are a major food source for fishes, squids,
penguins, birds, seals, and some whales. Oh, and by the way, all those penguins living in close quarters also
creates a smell that will permeate your very being! But it’s definitely worth it.

Adelie Penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae)
“porpoising” and
countless Adelies on the rocky beach.

Gentoo Penguins
(Pygoscelis papua)

and chicks.

In the Drake Passage we saw a lot of seabirds (Albatrosses, Petrels, Cormorants, Shags, and gulls).
We saw Pilot Whales, Minke Whales, numerous Humpback Whales, Fin Whales, and the Orca (Killer) Whales.
On the way to and from the peninsula we saw several species of Dolphins. We were also able to witness the
cycle of life - a mother killer whale and a juvenile whale teaching her young calf how to hunt penguins
(Larry the Gentoo penguin put up a good fight, but things didn’t fare well for him) and 2 skuas (birds)
toppling over a baby Adelie penguin and devouring it. Sorry, but everybody has to eat!

Orcas ~ Killer Wales
(Orcinus orca)

Humpback Whale
(Megaptera
novaeangliae)

Emperor Penguin
(Aptenodytes forsteri)

Penguin
snack.

On land there were numerous Weddell Seals and Crabeater Seals lounging around who were not
bothered in the least by all of us standing around taking pictures of them. Weddell seals can weigh up to 900
pounds and grow to 11 feet long. They also have the ability to dive to depths of 2000 feet and can remain
submerged for more than an hour. They typically eat squid, fish, and crustaceans. Crabeater seals on the
other hand eat krill almost exclusively. On ice floes there were leopard seals sleeping after feeding (watch
out for those teeth). They typically grow to 10-12 feet and have a reptilian-like face. Their food sources are
krill, squid, fish, penguins, and young seals.

Weddell Seal
(Leptonychotes
weddellii)
There are very few species of plants due to the harsh climate and poor soil, however we did see
several types of red and green snow algae on shore cliffs (above) and lichens on the ground. There are
several forms of mosses and two flowering plants (didn’t see). There is also life under the water: the divers
on board treated us to underwater shots of kelp, starfish, and long tubular worms. During one dive the
videographer swam with a group of penguins and you could really get a sense of how easily they move
in the water.
The Orion has an “open bridge” policy that allows you to go up on the bridge 24 hours a day and talk
with the crew. The Orion does a lot of depth soundings in the Antarctic Ocean that are recorded for future
trips to the area and you can observe that being done on the bridge. It was also amazing to watch the captain
navigate through the Lemaire Channel (seven miles long and 1 mile wide) and maneuver the ship around the
many icebergs.
There are many amenities on board: there’s a sauna, exercise room, day spa for massages, daily
yoga/exercise class, hot tub, and laundry service. There’s also a library/lounge area on the upper deck that
has great views. You could get coffee, tea and snacks here 24 hours a day. There were 2 computers that you
could use to download/organize pictures. Many people uploaded their pictures onto a share folder, and you
could pull off those pictures for your own use. A “photo locker” was available that allowed you to borrow
cameras, binoculars and photographic equipment. Internet service was available for purchase, but it was
spotty and slow. There was also a huge map that tracked our voyage, as well as lists of what animals and birds
were spotted each day.
The polar plunge was done one
Hydrurga leptonyx
afternoon when we got back
from a land excursion.
You jumped off the deck where the
zodiacs were loaded
and climbed back up a ladder
to the deck.
((Water temps can range from
28 to 50 degrees F.
Average human body temp
is 98.6 F.)
I wanted to do it However . . . about 40 people did take the challenge.
but chickened out. Nobody died or got eaten by a Leopard Seal (above)!

The food was fantastic with impeccable service. At the sit-down dinner every day you had choices of
an appetizer, salad, soup, or pasta followed typically by 3 entrée selections and then a beautifully crafted
dessert. There were also featured wines with each meal. Breakfast included both a hot and cold line as well as
a made to order special of the day. Lunch was served in either the dining room or lounge and included soups,
sandwiches, salads, the best breads, and hot items.
The crew were so attentive that you got to the point that you didn’t want to ask for anything, because
it would magically appear. All the staff knew you by name and remembered what you liked and what you
drank. The room was cleaned twice a day (remember all those small rocks and the penguin poo and mud that
attached itself to you no matter how hard you scrubbed) and the entire ship was spotlessly clean. The crew
even put together a show one night that included instrumental music, dancing, and singing. By the end
everyone was on their feet dancing (even the Captain).
We weren’t sure what the mix of people would be on the expedition. There were many active mature
(60-80) year-olds, as well as several newly married couples, but there were also families with adult children (no
young kids), and folks who were there by themselves (wives or husbands didn’t want to venture to Antarctica,
or college age kids). So, it was a nice mix of people. Meals were open seating, so you were able to talk with
different folks each day. Meals were also very casual attire, even the Captain’s dinner.
I typically do a lot of research on the internet and Trip Adviser before going on a trip. However, after
reading many reviews about trips to Antarctica, I was still skeptical about this being a “trip of a lifetime”.
We’ve been fortunate to have traveled quite a bit and have seen many wonderful sights, but this trip blew us
away for several reasons. First, we had the “lake effect” both ways on the Drake Passage. The waves were
calm, and the ship rolled along with them. Some folks did get seasick; however, most passengers were quite
comfortable. Second, we got to an area on the western side of the Antarctic Peninsula called Spert Island.
The crew and naturalists aboard the Orion had not been in this location before, so when we rode zodiacs
through a narrow passage that opened up into a bay of grounded icebergs and a sea cave, it was a first for
them too. We were also able to spend time in the Weddell Sea on the eastern side of the peninsula and
landed at one of the Danger Islands where a colony of Adelie penguins was recently discovered that number
at 1.5 million (oh the smell!). Third, we saw lots of wildlife-much more than we expected to see and had
fantastic weather.

Kayaking in Flandres Bay (Humpback Whale).

Spert Island area . . .
looking OUT from within a sea cave,
glaciers in the distance.

Kayaking in Flandres Bay ~ iceberg. Typically, ¾ of a berg is under water.
There are many companies that offer trips to Antarctica. We chose National Geographic because of
the reputation and also the fact that it was an educational expedition complemented by the naturalists and
photographers who were on the trip. This trip was expensive, and we talked to numerous people who
expressed the same views, however I think by the end of the trip everyone was very satisfied with the expense
because we were treated so well, had so many opportunities to get on land and be educated at talks, and were
pampered for the entire trip. If you get the chance, definitely go to Antarctica (before all the ice melts)!

“Orion”, 338 ft long.

Fur Seal
enjoying a
sun bath.

Humpback Whales
(52 ft long)
cruising close to
the “Orion”.

Arctocephalus gazella
I hope you enjoyed our
Antarctic Expedition.
Find YOUR adventure . . .
happy and safe travels for you!

Discover ~ Learn ~ Enjoy!
Becky and Bill

?

Are YOU curious now?
Here is an interesting web to explore.
it is NOT a travel site – but you will find interesting bits
about what is happening now WAY, way down there . . .
at least 8,000 miles away from Pennsylvania!

https://antarcticsun.usap.gov/
The Antarctic Sun is the official news web site for the
United States Antarctic Program (USAP), which is managed by the
National Science Foundation (NSF) Office of Polar Programs.
The Lockheed Martin Corporation and its partners, collectively known as
the Antarctic Support Contract (ASC), is contracted by the NSF
to support the USAP, and maintains the Sun web site as a resource for
information about the program and its people.

The Antarctic Timeline
• 1773 – James Cook becomes the first person to navigate across the Antarctic Circle
and proceed to circumnavigate the continent of Antarctica. Although he doesn’t
gain a visual on land, he does see deposits of rock in icebergs, which proved to
Captain Cook that a southern continent exists.
• 1819-21 – Fabian Gottlieb von Bellingshausen (a captain in the Russian Imperial
Navy) cast his eyes on the Antarctic continent on 27 January 1820, three days
before Edward Bransfield (a captain in the British Royal Navy) sighted land,
and ten months before Nathaniel Palmer did in November.
• 1830s-40s – Individual British, French and American expeditions confirm the status
of Antarctica as a continent after sailing around the continuous coastline.
• 1898 – In March, Adrien de Gerlache and the crew of the Belgica become trapped
in pack ice off the Antarctic Peninsula in their first expedition to the continent.
The remaining crew, through extreme hardship and on the edge of insanity,
become the first to survive an Antarctic winter as their ship drifts with the ice.
• 1901-1904 – Captain Robert Falcon Scott, UK, leads his first Antarctic expedition
to try to reach the South Pole, with Ernest Shackleton and Edward Wilson.
They are forced to turn back two months later having reached 82 degrees south,
suffering from snow blindness and scurvy.
• 1907-1909 – Shackleton leads an expedition and reaches 88 degrees south,
the closest to the geographic South Pole to date. He turns back after supplies
are exhausted. During the same expedition, Douglas Mawson reaches the
South Magnetic Pole and is in the first party to climb Mt Erebus.
• 1911 On December 14th – Norwegian Roald Amundsen leads a five-man expedition
that reaches the geographic South Pole for the first time. Scott’s polar party arrives
several weeks later to find they have been beaten, and tragically perish on the
return trip.
• 1911-1914 – Mawson returns to Antarctica to lead the Australasian Scientific
Antarctic Expedition, the first to be organized and led by an Australian, pioneering
use of aircraft and radio in Antarctic exploration. In January 1913 Mawson begins
his solo trek back to his base after his two companions die. Against all odds
Mawson survives.
• 1914-1917 – Shackleton returns to Antarctica in an attempt to complete the first
crossing of the continent. Their ship is crushed in the sea ice. The expedition
makes its way over ice and water to Elephant Island. A small party led by
Shackleton sets out in a small boat for South Georgia. The support party waiting
on the other side of the continent is eventually rescued in 1917.

• 1928 – Australian Sir George Wilkins and American Carl Benjamin Eielson
are the first to fly over Antarctica around the peninsula region.
• 1929-1931 – Mawson leads the British, Australian and New Zealand expedition
that explores and maps the coastline of what was in 1936 to become the
Australian Antarctic Territory, covering 42% of the continent.
• 1935 – Caroline Mikkelsen, Norway, is the first woman to set foot, albeit briefly,
on Antarctica when she accompanies her husband, Klarius Mikkelsen,
a whaling captain.
• 1957-1958 – During the International Geophysical Year of 1957-58, 12 nations
establish 50 stations in Antarctica, the beginning of formal, international
cooperation. The first successful land crossing via the South Pole is led by British
geologist Vivian Fuchs with New Zealander Edmund Hillary leading the back-up
party, more than 40 years after Shackleton’s failed attempt.
• 1959 – The Antarctic Treaty is signed by 12 countries, including Australia.
The treaty comes into effect in 1961 and the first meeting is held in Canberra in
recognition of Australia’s effort in negotiations.
• 1998 – Madrid Protocol enters into force, designating Antarctica’s ‘natural reserve
devoted to peace and science’ and prohibiting mining in Antarctica.

1773 Captain James Cook ~ “Endeavor”

Amundsen–Scott South Pole Station

Aurora australis

The End.

